Stair case wiring diagrams
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installation, electrical diagrams. There is another one more method for 2-way wiring beside
above 3 methods where the author claims more safer than conventional method. Thanks for
sharing. Dear in electrical works we can do a connection with different methods. Dear if you are
asking about the staircase or controlling a light bulb form two places using two terminals
switches one way switches then it's not possible and you must buy a three terminals switch two
way switches from market. Three terminals switch is called 2 way switch, in market you can
easily buy. Just tell shop keeper that gave me two way switches. Or tell him that i want to buy it
for staircase connection or wiring. Dear staircase circuit can not be done using two terminals
switches, In electrical wiring when a switch have only 2 terminals we called this single way or
one way switch. And when a switch have 3 terminals that's called two way switch. So for
controlling a light form 2 places you must buy 2 way switches from market. Dear if you look the
first diagram that i provide the current neutral to bulb and phase line to the switch. So the
current flow through the switch and other switch is also on same direction then current flow
also through the second switch and bulb is glow up. Last time I published about a method of
Staircase wiring and today's post is also about this but in my last post I shared only one
method of staircase electrical wiring but today I am going to share with you a diagram with 3
different methods of staircase circuit wiring. This will help you very much and after that, you will
do this circuit wiring with three different methods. That's why I design my diagrams simple and
easy to understood. How to Do Staircase Wiring with 3 different methods? In this diagram I
showed 3 different methods of staircase wiring diagram, In this 2 way, light switch diagrams I
use two-way switches to control a light bulb or lamp holder in 2 different places. And if a person
wants to come from top to down then if he switches the top switch then the flow of the electron
will start and the bulb will be energized and whenever he switches the down 2-way switch, then
flow of electron will stop due to open circuit and bulb will stop glowing. The main reason for
this circuit is that to save electricity when we did not required lighting is stair or controlling bulb
from both places. However, let's explained again with the diagram. In this circuit, as I tell above
we can control or switch the bulb from both places upper and bottom. However, just take an
example. For example, we want to go from bottom to upper using stairs at home, and it's night
time and we needed lighting in stairs. So when we switch the bottom switch, the bulb will be
energized and glow up. So if we want to come from upper to bottom, then we follow the same
method, we will switch the upper switch, the bulb will glow up and when we reached to bottom
then we can easily switch off light bulb by using the bottom 2 way switch. In short, we can
switch On and Off light in both places. Now if you have any problem facing or any question
regarding this post then you can ask me in the below comments section. Keep visiting Tags:
Single Phase Wiring. Unknown February 19, at AM. Sikandar Haidar October 5, at PM. Unknown
March 7, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. A wiring
diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the power and signal connections between
the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives information about the relative position and
arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the device.
This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components'
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components' physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial diagram would show more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot
problems and to make sure that all the connections have been made and that everything is
present. Architectural wiring diagrams show the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire
routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a
common circuit. Wiring diagrams use standard symbols for wiring devices, usually different
from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not only show where
something is to be installed, but also what type of device is being installed. For example, a
surface ceiling light is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling light has a different symbol,
and a surface fluorescent light has another symbol. Each type of switch has a different symbol
and so do the various outlets. There are symbols that show the location of smoke detectors, the
doorbell chime, and thermostat. On large projects symbols may be numbered to show, for
example, the panel board and circuit to which the device connects, and also to identify which of
several types of fixture are to be installed at that location. A set of wiring diagrams may be
required by the electrical inspection authority to approve connection of the residence to the
public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will also include panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit
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A Stair Case wiring can be used only for human comfort. Not only a light we can also adopt this
wiring technique for some other electrical devices. Here the connections are done straight , on
the Switch 1 and Switch 2. This Circuit diagram can be altered and modified to work for 3
Lamps. K-map If you The Scientific Calculator is an advanced version of an ordinary calculator
which helps us to solve complex arithmetic problems. The Normal Calculator consists of Heart
disease is the leading and significant cause of death in India. The number of open-heart
operations carried out was 42, last year. Most businesses are closed or operating with The
Toyota Hilux is one of the best-selling pick-up trucks of all time and it is not hard to see why. It
has a Now days QuickBooks has become one of the best Accounting platform for its users
across the globe to track their expenses, generate invoices, bill For promoting a business, the
customers must receive the best of services as they are the most important variable that is
necessary for the Beautiful Flowers are the most important part of any wedding in this whole
world. Groom and bride have to match and wear their attire Connect with us. Hi, what are you
looking for? Basics Cents to Acre and Acre to Cents. Basics Cents to Square Feet Converter.
Basics List of Different types of Engineering Courses. Basics Hp to amps kVA to amps kW to
amps converter. Straight Connection. Cross Connection. Faster control than a single switch.
Highly Efficient for larger places. Living Comfort can be increased. Electricity can be saved. The
chances of making the buzzer to play to make it play as soon as fire has been noticed are high.
In this article: Wiring Diagrams. You May Also Like. Molly Marwat 54 mins ago. Bilal 4 hours
ago. Bilal 5 hours ago. Bilal 6 hours ago. Bilal 9 hours ago. Sponsors Links. Steel Bite Pro
okinawa flat belly tonic. Also, the same wiring circuit diagram can be used for 2-way lighting or
controlling electrical appliances from two different places by using two-way switches. Below is
old-school staircase wiring circuit diagram. Here we can control a bulb from two different places
by using two 2-way switches. Consider the above 2-way switch wiring diagram which has been
used to control a bulb in staircase. The schematic shows that circuit is completed and bulb is
ON. To switch ON the bulb again, just switch ON the same switch at upper portion of staircase.
Obviously; you can perform the same operation from the bottom switches installed in staircase.
For this purpose, consider the figure given above. In this case, you can see that circuit is
complete and bulb is ON. Suppose you want to OFF the bulb from the lower switch at bottom of
stair. You can switch ON the bulb again to switch ON the same switch installed at the bottom or
downstairs as shown in the fig. It is the new 2-way switching connection method which can be
used for staircase wiring as well as it is efficient as compared to the old-school method where 2
wires are used instead of three wires. The current position of two way switching connection
using three wires circuit is ON and the bulb is glowing. The circuit operation is same as
mentioned in the above figures but the connection method is different as the first terminals of
both switches are connected to the live Phase wire. The second terminals of both switches are
connected to the bulb to provide live line supply while the Neutral is directly connected to the
bulb as common wiring method. This basic circuit is little confusing as by looking in it, it makes
a short circuit to the same wire which is not harm in this case when both switches are ON or
OFF which is making a loop to disconnect the live supply to the bulb, Hence, bulb will not glow
in that case. This is not always the case, but in some cases like shared flats and long stairs, we
may control the light point in staircase wiring from three different places by using two 2-way
switches and an intermediate switch as shown in fig below. Click image to enlarge. Also read:.
Hello sir I am Tarun wason from bhiwani Haryana. I an looking for electrical job i am completed
diploma in electrical engineering. I am very work harder i give best in my work so please give
me job. You should do a few likely to ascertain wherever you should have these individuals
previous to purchasing that. The Diagrams are great, very informative. I just wanted to may be
help clarify something with you. The switches in your diagrams are not 2way switches. There
are 3 possible directions for current to go. If you go to get one from a parts store the box will
also say 3 way switch. Hope this helps. Sir, I have a single light operated by two light switches.
Due to the plastering in my house I need to remove one of the light switches but still have the
light operated by the other light switch. How do I do this. By the way, You can remove the other
switch connections and use the single way switch for single light point. How to control a water
heater from 2 different places using DPDT switches With neon lamp indications? Thank you. We
will post a complete tutorial on water heater installation to control it from two different places
using double pole double through switches.. Stay tune. Your email address will not be
published. Table of Contents. Electrical Technology 44 4 minutes read. Show More. Related
Articles. Ronak Patel OKâ€¦ We will add some description and simple explanation. How work

NO-NC connected contector with forward-reverse motor. How to control a lamp in both Series
and Parallel by using a one Two way Switch. I want total conclusion about plc based staircase
lightning. Hi David, Which type switch did you used? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Close Search for. Adblock Detected Our website is made
possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by
disabling your ad blocker. We depends on ad revenue to keep creating quality content for you
to learn and enjoy for free. Switch 1. Switch 2. Lamp Position. Staircase wiring is a common
multi-way switching or two-way light switching connection; one light two switches wiring. Here
one lamp is controlled by two switches from two different positions. That is to operate the load
from separate positions such as above or below the staircase, from inside or outside of a room,
or as a two-way bed switch, etc. A Staircase wiring makes the feasibility for the user to turn ON
and OFF the load from two switches placed apart from each other. That is similar poles of both
two switches are connected to each other. The phase of the supply line is connected to the
common pole of a switch. Thus in staircase wiring, we can control the load from both positions.
If a truth table is made for the above traveler system output, it will have a result similar to an
XNOR gate. While in the same switch position, the lamp will be OFF. In Carter wiring, both
phase and neutral lines are connected to the switch. One throw of the two SPDT switches is
connected to the phase line and the other throws in the neutral line. The load or bulb is
connected between the common poles of the two SPDT switches. The light will be OFF when
both switches are in the same position. That is, both of the bulb terminals have either phase or
neutral. When the switches are flipped to the opposite direction the terminals get opposite
polarity and the light turns ON. Unlike another multi-way switching, the two-socket terminals
will not have a fixed phase and neutral points. It changes to either phase or neutral depending
on the position of the switch. The Carter wiring connection is similar to the H-bridge
arrangement used in DC circuits which are used to alternate the polarity across the load. When
the switch position is flipped to phase at both the switches, even though the bulb does not light
the socket may be charged at both of its terminals. During maintenance complete isolation of
the supply line cannot be guaranteed by a switch off. So we should have to either turn off the
main switch or use a tester to ensure an open terminal. How to wire a Master Switch? Or just
additional load operates along with one. Well explained. Would have saved myself and my
friend hours of holding the multimeter and mental breakdown in the ranch he purchased as an
estate. Specifically the Carter 3 way. No home repair books were helping us no self help
websites were of any help. Discovered this purely by accident. Your email address will not be
published. How to make arduino attiny programmer shield. How to Wire a Switch Box?
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Due to safety issues and high risk of electric shock the Carter wiring is no longer
recommended. Neel says:. May 1, at am. November 9, at pm. Shruti says:. December 10, at pm.
December 11, at am. Rafi says:. March 12, at am. October 18, at pm. October 19, at pm. Dee
says:. October 31, at pm. Kyle Essenmacher says:. November 21, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel
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